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so basically, if you sell the cheaper version, it is profitable to try to cheat your customers. and the trade-off is that you are not really profitable on the high-
end version because you need to first develop the product for that version and then sell it anyway. the trade-off is that you can sell more of the cheaper

version while you lose some money on the high-end version. of course, this is a lot of theory about a product that has not been released. so what can you do?
you can easily make a keygen version of your product that is basically just a verification round. you only need to create some random bits and some random

decoders. you can then announce that you will sell it for the cheaper price but the decoder will not be compatible with the higher version and that you will
only include it in the higher version. so, you will not only be able to sell the cheaper version but you will only be able to charge more for the higher version.

however, no one will ever be able to prove that you have cheated anyone. because the random bits are used for announcing the decoder, you can even make
sure that you only announce them once. however, you will not be able to measure the random bits and thus you have no way of knowing whether the random

bits that you use are the same as the ones used in the higher version. if the random bits are included in the product, you can make a profit from the higher
version by putting the random bits in some other random part of the product. in this case, the random bits are part of the product. the random bits are part of

the product because they are part of the product. the random bits are part of the product because they are used to announce the product. hence, you can
make a profit from the higher version by making the random bits part of the product as long as you announce that they are part of the product, but you can

never prove they are part of the product because they are hidden.
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regarding the "key" side
of things the verified

keys are wrapped in an
rsa public key and

base-64 encoded and
then signed with the

corresponding private
key. an rsa signature
simply consists of the
digital signature in a
signaturevalue value,
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together with the binary
representation of the

signer's public key. the
binary representation of
an rsa public key is just

the digital signature
itself. thus, the modulus

length is equal to the
binary length of the

signature and the public
exponent is equal to the

digital signature. the
cleartext version of the
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public key is verified by
comparing the signature
to a version of the public

key expected by the
application. the

expected public key is
encoded as a

x509publickey using the
sha1 digest algorithm.
the parameter is the

public key of a certificate
issued by a certification

authority. as
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demonstrated in
appendix, the

certificates are protected
from forgeries, and so a
signature on a certificate

with a corresponding
private key proves the
identity of the signer. a
corresponding ca public
key certificate can be
used to authenticate a

server certificate,
establishing the server's
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identity to clients. the
parameter is the binary
signature value of the

verified keys. the
signature is generated
using a variant of the
elgamal encryption

scheme, and the
generator group is order

p prime g that is not
congruent to 3 (mod 4)
mod 4. the main source

of noise in our
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implementation
originates from higher-

order emissions from the
parametric down-

conversion sources,
which is about 3% of all
four-fold coincidences at

a pump power of 180
mw for each source.

furthermore, the
generated bell states

show visibilities of about
0.97 when both qubits
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are measured in either
the x- or the z-basis. at

the polarising beam
splitter, we achieve two-

photon interference
visibility of 0.823 0.02,
mainly limited through
higher-order emissions,

residual
distinguishability of the

photons, and, in
particular, imperfect

mode overlap.
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